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Abstract The polar orbit of Juno at Jupiter provides a unique opportunity to observe high‐latitude
energetic particle injections. We measure energy‐dispersed impulsive injections of protons and electrons.
Ion injection signatures are just as prevalent as electron signatures, contrary to previous equatorial
observations. Included are previously unreported observations of high‐energy banded structures believed to
be remnants of much earlier injections, where the particles have had time to disperse around Jupiter. A
model fit of the injections used to estimate timing fits the shape of the proton signatures better than it does
the electron shapes, suggesting that electrons and protons are different in their abilities to escape the
injection region. We present ultaviolet observations of Jupiter's aurora and discuss the relationship between
auroral injection features and in situ injection events. We find, unexpectedly, that the presence of in situ
particle injections does not necessarily result in auroral injection signatures.

1. Introduction

Energetic particle injections are frequently observed in planetary magnetospheres (Burch et al., 2005; Mauk
et al., 1999, 2005; Paranicas et al., 2010). They comprise the particle signatures of the relatively sudden
planetward displacements of particle populations within azimuthally constrained regions of space. At
Jupiter and Saturn, it is thought that the continuous source of new cold plasma, originally from satellites
close to the planet (Io and Enceladus, respectively), generates a circulation system whereby colder plasma
must move outward and hotter plasmas (apparently energized within the middle magnetosphere) move
inward, to conserve magnetic flux. Transient injections appear to be the agents for that transport. Particle
injections also generate patch‐like structures within the auroral emission regions (Dumont et al., 2014;
Mauk et al., 2002).

A model from Mauk et al. (1999) describes key features of the injection phenomenon: (a) An azimuthally
confined region of high phase space density is presumed to be radially injected within a specific meridian
plane in a fashion that preserves the adiabatic invariants of the particles. (b) Given the general presence
of a positive radial gradient in the phase space density at given values of the adiabatic invariants (e.g.,
Paranicas et al., 1990), a radial injection results in high intensity particles within the injection region
adjacent to lower intensity particles on either side in the azimuthal direction. (c) These injected plasmas will
rotate in an energy‐dependent fashion because of the combined effects of rotational electric fields and
magnetic gradient and curvature drifts. (d) Low energy particles will remain near the co‐rotating injection
site, but higher energy particles will magnetically drift away from that site. The protons will drift prograde
while oppositely charged electrons will drift retrograde in the corotating frame. A spacecraft will tend to
encounter particles associated with the injection in the following time order: the highest energy protons first,
followed by lower energy protons, followed by very low energy electrons and ions, followed by low energy
electrons, and lastly followed by the higher energy electrons.

In this letter we report new observations and findings of magnetospheric injections at Jupiter for particle
energies >30 keV as revealed by the Juno spacecraft in a highly elliptical polar orbit (Bolton et al., 2017).
The injected and dispersing particles extend into the very high magnetic latitude regions. As such, the
Juno spacecraft can “track” an injection over a wide range of L shells where we can also infer the drift
properties and make estimates about their lifetimes. We report on injection events observed during four
periods in the northern hemisphere just prior to the spacecraft entering the auroral region. We also
address the auroral manifestations of the injections enabled by the uniquely capable ultraviolet auroral
imager on Juno.
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This brief letter is intended to identify several new features of the injection phenomena overserved during
several Juno orbits; future papers will provide a much more comprehensive examination of all of the
Juno orbits

2. JEDI Observations

The Jupiter Energetic particle Detector Instrument (JEDI; see Mauk et al., 2013, for details) is an energetic
ion mass (~30–20 MeV) and electron (~30–1,000 keV) spectrometer on Juno, designed to sample pitch angle
distributions with magnetic field vectors provided by the magnetometer (Connerney et al., 2017). This report
focuses on observations in the northern hemisphere prior to crossing the auroral region near perijove. Time
periods are labeled with the closest perijove number (PJ#).

Figure 1 shows proton observations well above the magnetic equator prior for four consecutive perijoves.
Each of these periods show various aspects of injection events, some contain long‐lived structures with a
peak in the energy spectrum (~400–800 keV), and others show shorter lived injections which exhibit energy
dispersion. Heavy ion observations made simultaneously are difficult to characterize because of the poor
heavy ion energy resolution (Supporting Information Figure S1).

Figure 1b (PJ8) shows the most dramatic series of injections. Here we see localized intensifications that are
energy dispersed, with the higher energy protons arriving to the spacecraft prior to the arrival of the lower
energy particles. These injections will be discussed in more detail later in this section.

Figure 1c (PJ9) shows a distinct older signature of proton injections lasting for hours (see overlaying white
“+” signs used to guide the eye), an additional banded structure at higher energies, and hints of newer
proton injections with little energy dispersion (see examples with black “^” signs). We identify the arching
structure as the result of injection phenomena based on its similarity to features at Saturn (Paranicas et al.,
2010). The peak intensity of the protons rises continuously in energy up to about 400 keV until about 16:00
UTCwhich corresponds to the minimum‐L excursion of spacecraft. Had Juno penetrated to lower L values it
would be our expectation that the peak energy would continue to rise. This characteristic is what Paranicas
et al. (2010) found with older injections at Saturn, where at lower L values the injection signatures continue
to rise in energy until they eventually dim to background rates.

Figure 1d (PJ10) shows a distinct long‐lived proton injection feature peaking in energy near ~800 keV.
Newer proton injections are observed prior to the older injection with little or modest energy dispersion.
As compared with Figure 1c, there is a dramatic reduction of lower energy protons in the presence of the
peak of the older injections, which creates what appears to be a void in the spectrogram at the lower energies.
Because this region of space is filled with neutral gases from both Io and Europa (e.g., Smyth & Marconi,
2006), we speculate that charge exchange from neutral gases (favoring the loss of lower energies) had
depleted these already‐dim proton populations.

Figure 1a (PJ7) shows the weakest and most disordered injection signature covered in this study. Between
20:00 UT and ~22:30 UT we see a banded structure that may be one or more long‐lived “older injections.”
Faint newer injections, some showing energy dispersion, are also observed within this region.

Figure 2 focuses on the PJ8 observations and the relationship with possible auroral injection signatures mea-
sured by the ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) instrument on Juno (Gladstone et al., 2017). Here in addition to
the proton spectrogram (same as in Figure 1b) we include electron spectrograms showing injections
(Figure 2b) with an inverted energy scale. Many electron injections show energy dispersion with
pronounced lower energy electrons followed by higher and higher energy electrons. A number of the elec-
tron injection features seem associated with proton injection features, as would be expected from the model
described by Mauk et al. (1999). However, there does seem to be a modest time shift between proton and
electron features at the position where the features meet at the lowest energies covered by JEDI (discussed
in section 4.3). Two combined electron/ion injections are indicated as 1 and 2 that we quantitatively analyze
in section 3. It is significant that ion injections are just as visible, distinct, and numerous as are the electron
injections, contrary to measurements reported close to the equator (Mauk et al., 1999).

The UVS false‐color image is of the northern ultraviolet aurora. UVS is described by Gladstone et al. (2017),
and analysis of UVS images is presented by Bonfond et al. (2017). The different colors correspond to different
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UVS spectral bands, which are interpreted (see also Gérard et al., 2014) as corresponding to different
energies for the electrons striking the atmosphere, with red corresponding to high energies, green to
intermediate energies, and blue to lower energies; white indicates a mix of energies. Such colorations are
thought to be sensitive to electron energies ranging from 50 to 500 keV (Gérard et al., 2014). Overlaying
this “context” map, comprised of 80 swaths of the UVS slit across the northern auroral region during
2036‐2116 UTC (i.e., just after the JEDI data of A and B were acquired), is the magnetic footprint of the
Juno spacecraft trajectory calculated using the JRM09 internal magnetic field model (Connerney et al.,
2018) combined with a magnetodisc model (Connerney et al., 1981) describing the external field. The time
over which the image was accumulated corresponds to the thickened portion of the projected Juno
trajectory (after 20:36 UT).

This UVS map shows a number of isolated patch‐like regions (most clearly to the upper right of the main
aurora and called snow cones by the team) that are identified as being associated with magnetospheric

Figure 1. Proton energy‐time spectrograms (Panels a–d) for four different Juno high‐latitude, near perijove (PJ) periods.
The Panel b discontinuity near 1550 is an instrument mode change. The abscissas we show the Universal time,
system‐III longitude, magnetic latitude, and dipole L derived from the VIP‐4 model (Connerney et al., 1998), Jovian radial
distance (R).
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injections on the basis of previous work (Dumont et al., 2014; Mauk
et al., 2002). Previous observations from Hubble Space Telescope show
that the injection patches evolve slowly and corotate with Jupiter over
hour time scales (Dumont et al., 2014, 2018; Mauk et al., 2002). A
striking aspect of these features, is the dispersion in color that is seen
within each patch. What we see within the injection‐induced patches
is that the lower energies (white portion) lead, and the higher energies
(red portion) lag, the rotational motion of the auroral features (rotating
counter clockwise on the figure), as also reported by Dumont et al.
(2018) using Hubble Space Telescope multispectral imaging. Because
much more work is needed to quantify the energies associated with
the different colors, we can only say at the point in time that the patches
are at least several hour old.

It is interesting that the specific locations of these energy dispersive
injection emissions do not all fall directly along the track of the space-
craft. At 20:00 UTC we see injections both in situ (Figures 2a and 2b)
and within the auroral image (Figure 2c) roughly along the same mag-
netic field line. However, while we see particle injection features at Juno
near 19:00 (Figures 2a and 2b), we see no obvious auroral injection sig-
natures at 19:00 along the Juno ground track, contrary to the single
good correspondence reported by Mauk et al. (2002). Errors in magnetic
mapping using the JM09 model are expected to be much less than 1°
based on the field model's success in matching the observed auroral
spots for the Jovian moons (John E. P. Connerney, private communica-
tion, 28 July 2019). Also, while the Juno trajectory position at 19:00 was
not imaged until a couple of hours later, because auroral patches coro-
tate and stay roughly where they are over hour time frames (Dumont
et al., 2014, 2018; Mauk et al., 2002), signatures of the JEDI‐observed
injections should be visible in the images if the JEDI‐observed injections
were resulting in electron precipitation at the time the auroral image
was taken. It is clear from this well‐sampled region that injections
observed in situ do not yield a one‐to‐one correspondence with auroral
images. The auroral injection features observed at similar longitudes
map to L positions that are outside of Juno's position. We address the
discrepancies in section 4.2.

3. Modeling In Situ Injections

One may model the particle injections based on the Mauk et al. (1999) scenario described in section 1. The
specifics of that model for Juno are provided in Appendix A.

Two specific discreet injections (indicated in Figure 2) are modeled here. The specific events chosen for this
analysis were fairly isolated from other injections and had the best qualitative (visual inspection) time cor-
relation. We looked at each JEDI energy channel which contained the associated dispersive particles and fit
a Gaussian to the intensity time series data to find the centroid and standard deviation of the dispersion in
each given energy channel. We captured that information along with the channel energies, and the space-
craft L and magnetic latitude positions and analyzed that information in the fashion described in
Appendix A. Figure 3 shows the results where the red dots represent the observations for the electrons
and the blue dots for the protons. The solid lines corresponding to each set of dots represent the model fit
to the observations. While we have analyzed these injections in a number of different ways, for Figure 3
we have here optimized the fit strictly using the protons and then just laid the corresponding electron model
onto the plot to see how well that procedure yields a good fit for the electrons. For Events 1 and 2 it appears
that the protons (from the lowest through the highest energies) are well fit with our chosen model, while the
shapes of the electron dispersion curve show significant deviations from the shape dictated by the model.

Figure 2. Proton and electron energy‐time spectrograms (Panels a andb) for
the near PJ8 time period (same time as Panel b in Figure 1), and an
auroral image (Panel c) taken during a similar time period. Two injections
(labeled 1 and 2) are highlighted for detailed analysis. The UVS false‐color
map of Jupiter's northern aurora (Panel c) was observed from 20:26
through 21:16 UTC. See the text for a discussion of the meanings of the
different colors and details about the magnetically mapped position of the
Juno spacecraft (blue line). The discontinuity in Panel a near 15:50
corresponds to an instrument mode change.
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The lowest energy electrons (below ~200 keV) appear to take on a comple-
tely different functional form, looking nearly energy independent. This
effect produces an apparent time shift where the electrons appear to be
injected sometime after the proton injection. The fits do provide a rough
estimate of the age of the injections. They are 11 hr for Event 1 (upper
plot) and 7 hr for Event 2 (lower plot). As discussed in section 4.2, these
ages may have a role in explaining why these injections are not
accompanied by clear auroral signatures.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
4.1. Summary and Novelty of These Observations

We report here new features of dynamic injections at Jupiter not been pre-
viously reported. Previous missions have observed mostly electron injec-
tions with only the occasional ion injections (Mauk et al., 1999). In the
high‐latitude regions observed here, proton injections are as common as
electron injections. We presume that proton injections are just less visible
near the magnetic equator than are electron injections because of the
character of the phase space density gradients. This presumption will be
the subject of future studies.

We report here the occurrence of very clear injections that are not seen in
the auroral images at the magnetic foot points of the injections. This find-
ing is contrary to expectations based on previous work (Dumont et al.,
2014, 2018; Mauk et al., 2002) as discussed in section 4.2. The association
between auroral images and in situ observations is more complicated than
previously assumed.

In this report we show that the behavior of ions and electrons in injection
events is different, an observation not previously observed at Jupiter. We
speculate the reasons in section 4.3.

These new observations also show a long‐duration arching feature that
has never been observed at Jupiter. We suggest that this feature is the
long‐term consequences of injections based on the similarity of this
feature with those at Saturn (Paranicas et al., 2010).

4.2. Correlation Between Auroral and In Situ Injections

The presence of hot electrons within the magnetosphere does not necessarily mean that a substantial num-
ber of them precipitate continuously to yield a persistent auroral feature. As discussed in section 3, injections
can occur many hours prior to the times of the auroral signature observations. Dumont et al. (2014, 2018)
concluded, based on Hubble Space Telescope observations, that auroral injection signatures generally have
lifetimes of between 0.5 and 1.0 Jupiter rotations (5–10 hr) with some exceptional events lasting somewhat
longer (Bonfond et al., 2012). The lifetimes derived by Dumont et al. (2018) were based on a model that
assumes that the auroral signature lifetime corresponds to a lifetime of the electron populations themselves.
However, it takes little away from that modeling to rather assume that the characteristic time derived is the
time for the electrons to stabilize against precipitation rather than the time for that population to be substan-
tially lost. The good correspondence between an in situ and auroral signature reported by Mauk et al. (2002)
was for an injection that was 12 hr old, but it is possible that a (much dimmer) nearly dispersionless, and
therefore younger, injection occurring at about the same time was responsible for that auroral signature.
For the cases reported here, regions of the specific injections measured in situ may have achieved some level
of stability with regard to the (presumed) wave‐particle scattering (e.g., Bolton et al., 1997; Tao et al., 2010)
that is needed to continually move electrons from their stably trapped pitch angles into the pitch angles that
precipitate. We note that for most of the events in question here, JEDI does not resolve the loss cone and so
cannot be used to estimate precipitating fluxes (see Figure S2).

Figure 3. Modeling fitting (solid lines) of two correlated proton (blue sym-
bols) and electron (red symbols) injection event observations. The two
events were selected from those in Figures 2a and 2b (see the labels 1 and 2
there). The error bars are one standard deviations of the Gaussian fits, which
are larger than the modeled uncertainty in the mean position of the
Gaussian.
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4.3. Relationship Between Electron and Ion Injections

The dispersion model used to examine the injection timing of these events (Appendix A) fits the shape of the
dispersion observed for protons, but it is less successful in fitting the shapes of the electron dispersions. And
specifically, the onset of the electron injections (seen first in the lowest energies) is delayed from where it is
expected based on the observation of the lower energy protons. We speculate, but do not know for sure, that
electrons have more difficulty leaving the region of the injection longitude, perhaps due to gyro‐radii effects.

It is likely, and sometime observed for very fresh (undispersed) injections, that there is a magnetic gradient
or discontinuity across the boundary between injection plasmas and the surrounding plasmas (Andre et al.,
2007; Kivelson et al., 1997; Thorne et al., 1997). The particles must get across that boundary in order to dis-
perse into the broader magnetospheric regions. We speculate that particles with different gyro‐radii may
have lesser or greater difficulty getting across that boundary. The problem may be similar to the problem
of energetic particle escape across a magnetopause. There it is known that the gyro‐radii have profound
effects (Mauk et al., 2019). Depending on the size of the gyro‐radii, particles may spend a substantial amount
of time being transported along the boundary (in the radial direction in the case of injections). We would
expect that, over time, the magnetic gradients will lessen as the particle disperse. Particles may be initially
trapped within the injection region but then released at a later time. All of these speculations will be the sub-
ject of deeper analyses in future studies.

Appendix A.: Injection Dispersion Analysis
We describe here a simple quantitative technique for estimating the initial positions and times of the injec-
tions (Mauk et al., 1999; Mauk et al., 2005). We assume particles are quickly injected planetward at a specific
longitude position, with a broad pitch angle distribution, such that the fresh‐injected particles represent a
radially extended slab occupying a specific meridian plane. “Quickly” means that the injection process
occurs substantially more quickly than the time it takes the particles to significantly disperse in an
energy‐dependent fashion. Once injected, particles drift around in azimuth by the combined effects of mag-
netic gradient, magnetic curvature, and rotational electric field drifts. We assume for the inner magneto-
sphere (<15 RJ) that the azimuthal rate of angular motion from rotational electric field drifts (Ω = Vø/R
where Vø is azimuthal speed) is approximately constant with L based on both model and observations
(Hill, 1979; McNutt et al., 1981). Magnetic gradient and curvature drifts cause the ions to drift somewhat
faster or slower around the planet depending on species.

Within a coordinate system centered on Jupiter but rotationally fixed to the stars, Juno remains roughly
within a fixed azimuth plane as it approaches Jupiter. The absolute time T for the spacecraft to encounter
a charge particle with a particular energy E and charge Q is given as

T ¼ ΔΦ
Ω0 þΩg

þ T0: (1)

Note that because the azimuthal motion of the spacecraft is roughly zero, it does not contribute as it does for
other missions. Here, ΔΦ is the distance in azimuth (radians) travel by the particles from the injection site to
the spacecraft, Ω0 is the rotational electric field drift (+1.745 × 10‐4 rad/s for rigid corotation), Ωg is the
combined gradient and curvature drift, and T0 is the absolute time between injection and observation. For
a dipolar configuration, the relativistic Ωg expression (Hamlin et al., 1961; Lew, 1961), is

Ωg ¼ 1:384×10−6·
ej j
Q
·E MeVð Þ·

E MeVð Þ
2 þm0c2

� �
E MeVð Þ þm0c2ð Þ ·L·H αð Þ: (2)

HereQ is the charge, e is the unit charge,m0 is the rest mass, and c is the light speed. L is estimated here with
the dipole R/Cos2[λm] where R is radial position and λm is magnetic latitude. H(α) is the pitch angle
dependence factor. H(α) is estimated with 0.7 + 0.3·Sin(α) as per Hamlin et al. (1961), where α is the
equatorial pitch angle. For locally mirroring particles measured at λm, the equatorial pitch angle of that
particle, based on first adiabatic invariant conservation, is Sin(α) = (Beq/Bloc)0.5 where, in a dipolar field,
Bloc/Beq = (1 + 2·Tan[λm])/Cos5[λm]. Here, “loc” and “eq” local and equatorial.
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As the Juno spacecraft travels towards Jupiter and encounters a dispersed injection, we create columns of
numbers that comprise: (a) particle energy, (b) absolute arrival times when that energy peaks, (c) L shell
position at that time, and (d) magnetic latitude at that time. For the specified values of energy, L, and λm
in each row, we simultaneously fit all of the arrival times using equations (1) and (2) by optimizing ΔΦ
and T0. We can fit ions alone, electrons alone, or use single optimizations to fit simultaneously the correlated
electron and ion injections with a single set of ΔΦ and T0.
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